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Again, Rinzai gives a magnificent dharma talk from the high seat. If you understand what

Rinzai is saying here, then whether you are separating or coming together, there will be no need

to cry. After tonight’s  sosan and tomorrow morning’s  so-sarei, then it’s time for us to all say

goodbye to each other. Then, when June comes, we’ll start another training period here. We’ll do

kessei again, and if I’m still alive then, I can meet you all. But I can’t if I’ve already died. But

you know, it  isn’t always the case that the old guys die first  and the young guys after.  The

translator is younger than I am and his wife is even younger, but they might die before I do. So

get serious!

There’s  really  no difference between the moment of meeting and the moment before

you’ve met. When we meet each other we think “Aaah, it’s so good to see you.” The reason we

say “It’s so good meeting you” is because the moment we meet we have already passed through

that  meeting,  we have already moved on. We already are manifesting a new self.  To really

understand what I’m trying to talk about, you have to manifest the wisdom that knows what the

real Tathagatha is and the real Tathagata Zen is. 

Rinzai  talks about the solitary peak. He’s taking the metaphor or the example of the

mountain and he’s talking about the very top of that mountain. Plus and minus are arriving, are

meeting at that solitary peak. So how do you understand this if we say that the plus activity is the

activity of climbing up the mountain and the minus activity is the activity of descending the

mountain? Rinzai is saying that they have met each other, and that truly there is neither plus nor

minus apart from that meeting. Please very carefully open up your eyes and look at this place at

which plus and minus have met each other.
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Although we say that plus and minus both share one home together, when they first meet

each other, they are only manifesting half of that whole. When plus and minus first meet each

other,  then  plus  is  only  manifesting  half  of  the  whole,  only  the  plus  side.  Minus  is  only

manifesting  half,  only  the minus  side.  Rinzai  is  pleading with  you “Please contemplate  this

carefully.” 

This meeting is not the solitary peak. This osho who is speaking now, who will be 93 years old

on April First, is telling you that this meeting of plus and minus is not the manifestation of the

solitary  peak.  This  is  not  the  summit  of  the  mountain.  But  you have  to  practice  yourselves

carefully. Don’t get fooled by this osho. As I’ve been telling you, when the meeting is broken

through, then plus will experience the world that minus previously had been walking through. At

the  same  time  plus  breaks  through,  minus  also  breaks  through  plus,  and  now  minus  is

experiencing the plus world. Minus has entered into the world that plus had previously been

walking through.

These  days,  even  within  Buddhism  there  are  all  sorts  of  so-called  new  styles  of

meditation popping up. But in Tathagata Zen we say that when you sit, you have to carefully

contemplate the meaning of plus and minus and the questions that plus will ask minus: “Where

have you come from?” Of course it’s good to meet. Of course plus and minus exchange the “It’s

nice to see you”s. But they also have to ask “Where have you come from?”  We have to get to

the bottom of the nature of tatha-gata and tatha-agata. We speak about this very clearly and say

that the plus activity must at once be able to answer, “I’ve come from my source.” Tathagata Zen

teaches that you must manifest the wisdom that you can immediately, clearly answer, if it’s the

minus, tatha-agata activity, “I’ve come from the origin of tatha-agata.” We also can further teach,

in greater detail, that you must manifest the wisdom that can apply this very concretely, and say,

if you are a woman, “I’ve come from the origin of woman.” And if you are a man, “I’ve come

from the origin of man.” 

Then they break through each other and, as I’ve told you endlessly, in order to break
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through each other, they both must give of themselves. Plus and minus sacrifice one one hundred

millionth of themselves in order to break through each other. Then, finally, plus is in the minus

world.  Plus  has  entered  into  the  world  of  minus  and  is  acting  in  the  world  of  minus  and

eventually arrives at the very origin of minus.

But what about this?  We can’t say “Aaah, Yes” yet. Later you’ll understand exactly why

this isn’t time to say “Aaah, great” yet.  Because I’ve said the same story so many times before, I

will jump over some of the details of it and simply say that plus and minus arrive at each other’s

origins and do an about face. And now they are facing back towards their own origins and trying

to see their own origins. But they cannot see their own origins. Minus is exactly the same as plus.

She turns around and looks back towards the origin of minus, trying to see it. But she cannot see

it.

As I’ve taught you so many times before, in this situation when plus and minus are at the

origin of the other, they can  think about the origin of the other. Plus thinks “Minus is at my

origin”  and minus  thinks  “Plus  is  at  my origin.”  Tathagata  Zen clearly  makes  a  distinction

between what I’m calling “seeing” in this  instance and thinking. They cannot  see their  own

origins. That means that they do not clearly know their own origins but they can think about

them. This is just like thinking about God. You can never see God. But you can think “I know

that God is there.” The big mistake is if you think that just thinking about God is the real thing. If

you believe that just thinking about God is experiencing God, that is the mistake.

Why is it that plus and minus, when they arrive at the other’s origins, then turn around

and look back towards their own origins? I’ve tried to explain this to you so many times before

that I just won’t talk about it now. You should just think about it yourselves. What has happened

in this situation? The dharma activity itself, the activities of plus and minus, have given birth to a

child. And so when plus and minus look back towards their own origins, that child is obstructing

their view. They cannot see through it. They cannot see back to their own origins.  We don’t

have enough time today to say all the things that I want to say, so I really have to just skip over a
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lot of the details. In any case, you need to put effort into manifesting the wisdom that knows that

when plus and minus look upon this child, they see it as their origins.

When dogs and cats have children, the mothers and fathers are different from each other.

The male dog, or cat,  even the very next day after the birth of the child, will already be off

playing around somewhere, having abandoned the mother. But they probably will not go too far.

They probably will be protecting the child and the wife, sitting at the entrance-way to the den, so

to speak, so if any enemy comes along they will be there to protect the family.

So even the plus activity, even the tatha-gata, has to manifest the wisdom in this situation

that sees the child as his origin. He must learn to see that he was exactly that same way when he

was born. That is his origin. This is when the plus activity, without fail, will take the form of the

minus activity and do minus, and through doing minus, make relationship with the child. Minus,

likewise, disguises herself as plus and does expanding and through expanding meets the child.

When plus and minus meet the child, they do so simultaneously, they are now again meeting

each other. 

Please  contemplate  this  functioning  without  mistake.  The  problem,  according  to

Tathagata Zen, is that you so-called progress to become an intellectual person. And then you

decide to think your own arbitrary,  haphazard,  self-centered thoughts and you are unable to

manifest the wisdom that can clearly contemplate this simple dharma activity. Isn’t that true?

You become intellectuals and then you are totally attached to your “I am” self existing, you only

believe in the existence of your “I am” self, and only think that happiness can come through that

“I am” self doing existing, and never can manifest that “I am” self vanishing! You don’t have

time to manifest that “I am” self vanishing. Thinking that existing is the true thing, intellectual

people and intellectual philosophers have all sorts of complex theories and arguments they make

in favor of existence. They have all sorts of clever things they say: “Well, existing is really non-

existing.  Non-existing  is  really  existing.”  But  Tathagata  Zen  clearly can  answer  all  that.

Tathagata Zen simply says that true existence and true non-existence is zero. Zero is the only
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reality.

Tathagata Zen further teaches that the very foundation of you is the activity of receiving

an equal amount, one hundred millionth of both plus and minus, and therefore you are zero.

Equal amounts, one hundred millionth of both plus and minus become one, and so that is zero.

Zero in Buddhism means completion, means neither U nor Mu, neither being nor non-being. And

so we say this is zero. But it isn’t the complete completion, the perfect perfection. It’s just a

temporary existence that is manifest within the process, so temporarily we say that this self is

real. When plus and minus, in other words when existing and not existing, become one, then that

is the state that is neither right nor wrong, neither good nor evil. When plus and minus, tatha-gata

and tatha-agata totally become one, when all of plus and all of minus unify, that is the state of

perfection itself. 

Now, when plus and minus are on their  way to their  own origins they have met  the

dharma child, they have met the child of plus and minus. The moment plus and minus meet the

child, the plus activity, who is now doing minus, takes up the plus part of the child. And the

minus activity, who is now doing plus, takes up the minus part of the child. Now, again, they

have been restored to their complete functioning. And when plus and minus are now restored to

their perfect activities, that is when we say a new condition of the origin has been manifest.

Tathagata Zen teaches that now, having perfected their activities again, plus and minus do arrive

at their own origins, and so they are, in a sense, opposing each other. And yet, simultaneously, as

they are opposing one each other, they also are manifesting the wisdom that knows that they are

holding their one shared home together.  This is when, as you all should know from your own

experience, finally you can say “Aaah. It’s really great that we have met each other.”  This is

when plus and minus really, totally have met each other. It’s complete zero.

The  teaching  of  Buddhism says  that  tatha-gata  and  tatha-agata  unify  and  that  is  the

condition of the origin. And yet the Dharma activity never fixates itself. The level one condition

of the origin without fail will move on to manifest the level two condition of the origin. This is
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the new self. This is something new. You can call it a new self or your new home. This is the

level two condition of the origin. And everybody is experiencing experiences of the new self, the

new home. And yet, people don’t understand the process by which the level one condition of the

origin becomes the level two condition of the origin. And so they are totally tied up with how

great it is to have manifested a new self. That is why they theorize about the truth of existence,

rather than non-existence. Even some styles of zen have been steeped in this kind of thinking,

thinking that doesn’t understand the process by which a new self is manifest and can therefore

insist on existence rather than non-existence.

Therefore, I want you to be careful. I want you to manifest the wisdom that understands

this  process,  that  manifests  the wisdom that  knows that  true Zen practice is  to manifest  the

appearance of the imperfect self and also manifest the dissolving of that self! 

Joshu’s Mu is very popular. But Joshu’s Mu simply means the perfect zero. Mu means,

actually, the activity of Ku 空, the activity of emptiness. In order for the Roshi to give you the

Mu koan you really have to already manifest the wisdom that understands the principle of the

Mu koan. If you give the Mu koan to somebody who doesn’t know anything about the principle

behind it then you might as well give them the Meow koan.

You ask people “Does the dog have Buddha nature or not?” and they answer “Woof!”

That’s a good answer. Why is it good? Actually, the Roshi never roundly negates any answer but

he will  ask you “Why!?”   I  mean,  you must  think it  is  a good answer or you wouldn’t  be

answering that way. So, I guess I have to ask you “Why do you think it’s a good answer? What’s

the meaning behind your answer?” 

Yes, it’s great , great to have met each other. As I was saying before, the reason why we

manifest that wisdom is that we know that we are making this one and only world together. We

are manifesting the one and only world that there is together. 

Now to what Rinzai says. The first two characters, Ichi Nin 一人 , one person. We can

interpret that one person to mean either the plus activity or the minus activity. Actually, however,
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if you are really a zen practitioner, if you really want to interpret this in a way that brings it to

life, then you need to understand that the condition that Rinzai is describing here is a condition in

which plus and minus are not separate from one another. 

The very summit. You can think of it as the summit of some great Himalayan mountain

or the summit of Mt. Whitney. And there on the summit, plus and minus totally meet each other.

Having climbed to the very top of Mt. Whitney, then again the eyes are open. And when the eyes

are open, plus and minus separate from each other. Then again, an “I am” self is born. This

expression of Rinzai, from my point of view, is Rinzai pleading with you. He says “You  will

stand up on the solitary peak. But when you manifest yourself standing up on the solitary peak,

don’t  fixate  yourself!  Don’t  fixate  your understanding of one true reality!  Don’t fixate  your

understanding of truth!” At that one moment where the summit is realized and there is no path,

plus and minus have completely unified. This expression, translated as “has no path by which to

leave” means that moment where plus and minus totally have become one and don’t need to act

anymore.

That  is  Rinzai’s  teisho.  Tathagata  Zen  asks  you,  “Experience  that  one  moment  for

yourself.”  That’s  why it’s  difficult.  The  real  one  moment  is the  activity  of  plus  and minus

mutually, simultaneously experiencing each other. That’s the conclusion Tathagata Zen gives.

Tathagata Zen says that you can grasp that state in human terms and call it “The activity of the

manifestation of true love.” 

There are hundreds and hundreds of millions of people living now on this earth,  and

Tathagata Zen practice is to manifest the wisdom that knows that all of us are experiencing this

one world together,  always.  All  of  us are  holding this  one world together,  always.  There is

probably no other way to describe this manifestation of the solitary peak, this manifestation of

complete zero other than to say that you and that which is not you, subject and object, totally are

one.  But we continue to try to explain  it  in  easier  and easier  ways for people who want  to

understand it and we go on to say that living and dying are both the truth. And when living and
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dying unify with each other, that is the perfect state, that is the almighty.  So that makes the

almighty neither existing nor non-existing. So if you insist that existence is the truth then you are

wrong. And likewise, if you insist that non-existence is the real thing then you are making a

mistake. When living and dying totally unify with each other, that is what nobody can see. That

is the activity that has no need to seek anything and no need to push anything away. From the old

days in Tathagata  Zen,  it  has always been said that  that is  the state that  has annihilated  all

language. That is the state that is inexpressible.

Now I’m really in a pickle, because this is really a great part, especially this next part

where it talks about the man at the busy crossroads has neither front nor back.” It’s the thing that

I wanted to carefully explain to you before I had to say goodbye, but then I was told that today is

photograph day and actually, I hate photographs anyway but the human world is just a drag and

you can’t reject what other people tell you to do so I had better just stop here. If you want to hear

about the next part, come to next seichu. 

終

The End
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